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Strategies for Simplifying Biopharma’s Digital Journey

The Need to Accelerate Biopharma’s Digital Transformation
In the biopharma industry, mergers and acquisitions (M&As) 
have helped elevate companies, translating into a wider 
variety of offerings, greater levels of expertise, and expanded 
geographical reach. However, when organisations join together, 
siloed digital infrastructures can arise and lead to difficulties. 
The challenges and costs involved in adopting holistic data 
management systems to rectify these issues mean that many 
of these companies are running disparate legacy technologies 
that are decades old. 

Consequently, the biopharma industry is constrained from 
developing efficient data-driven operations and is in danger 
of a future filled with data integrity (DI) challenges. This is 
highlighted by the fact that 75% of FDA manufacturing warning 
letters in 2018 cited DI as an issue, more than doubling the 
28% seen in 2014.1 

Despite this need for the industry to accelerate its digital 
transformation, recent polling has identified some hesitancy 
in adapting data-driven digital business models.2 In fact, in 
a survey of equipment vendors involved in designing and 
upgrading their biopharma clients’ facilities, 27% stated 
digitization is rarely part of the discussion.2 

This lack of consistency in digital innovation is not sustain-
able. However, with industry-developed standards and digital 
plant maturity models, the biopharma industry can start to 
address these issues and accelerate progress.

Unlocking Biopharma Manufacturing Complexity
Embracing digital transformations can be daunting for biologics 
manufacturers, especially considering the growing complexity 

The biopharma industry requires digital transformations 
to improve efficiencies and deliver critical therapeutics 
to patients at an accelerated rate. Although great efforts 
have gone into implementing data-driven business 
models and processes, the industry has seen mixed results 
in return, with the digital evolution remaining in the early 
phases of development. 

Lack of standards, vision, and appropriate strategies keep 
digitalisation programs from success, possibly preventing 
biopharma from achieving its goals for a data-driven 
future. Clearly, biopharma needs a shared vision and 
strategic roadmap to facilitate this transformation. 

In this article, Samsung Biologics’ Chief Information and 
Marketing Officer, Process Improvement, James Choi 
delves into the shared vision of biopharma’s leaders to 
drive a digital transformation in their organisations. He 
also emphasizes the need for the industry to prepare for 
the road ahead. 

of these drugs, which can require complex, multi-step 
manufacturing processes. However, ensuring product quality 
not only relies on expertly designed and operated processes, 
but also an appreciation of the intricate supply chains, 
cold-chain logistics, and handling required. Manual processes 
in biologic production can further compound the complexity, 
as with manual handling and operation comes the increased 
probability of human error. 

Being able to secure DI (making sure data is complete, 
consistent, and accurate throughout its lifecycle) is vital to drug 
quality and patient safety. The consequences of complexity, 
error, and uncertainty surrounding DI in biologic development 
and manufacturing are multifaceted. In worst-case scenarios, 
failure to ensure DI can lead to safety risks, delays, recalls, 
remediation costs, and denied approvals. Ultimately, all have 
the potential to generate huge financial losses and operating 
consequences for the biopharma companies involved.

Avoiding these issues will rely on the biopharma industry 
embracing digital tools and operational platforms to mitigate 
risk and assure compliance. Pharma also needs to embrace 
data-driven business and operational models to ensure DI is 
sustained throughout biologic development and manufacturing. 

Data Integrity at the Heart of Biologic Production
The importance of DI in ensuring the safety and quality of 
biologics has long been understood by regulatory authorities. 
All major regulatory bodies, including the FDA and EMA, have 
developed similar guidelines surrounding DI, and these have 
been regularly updated to abide by current good practice (cGxP) 
practices. 

The first guidance issued by the FDA in the early 1960s has 
been regularly updated with the understanding that managing 
the wealth of data that arises from biologics manufacturing 
relies on an array of digital systems. Regulators understood 
these technologies were needed to help implement controls 
and safeguard DI.

The FDA highlights that complete, consistent, and accurate 
data need to be ALCOA (attributable, legible, contemporaneous, 
original, and accurate). Regulators then introduced ALCOA+ 
principles to further emphasize that data should be complete, 
consistent, enduring, and available. 

Despite available guidance, understanding and implementing 
DI compliantly remains a challenge for biopharma developers 
and manufacturers. These difficulties largely stem from a lack of 
strategic goals, poor risk assessment, and effective approaches 
for digital transformations that focus on establishing and 
maintaining a robust DI response. 

Setting Goals Strategically From the Outset
True digital transformations focus on minimising complexity 
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and simplifying the experience employees have when 
managing and interacting with the systems and operations 
being implemented. Ideally, the first step will centre on 
optimising business and operational processes by applying 
well-understood process improvement principles. Intrinsic to 
operational excellence, these principles should be applied with 
the client and program in mind every step of the way.
 

However, before embarking on such a transformational 
journey, the organisation must be clear on the goals it aims to 
achieve. If objectives are not clear and well-prioritised, these 
initiatives may have trouble achieving the desired results. 
Companies that rely on a technology-first approach to digital 
transformation may not have their priorities straight or the 
effective strategy they need to digitally transform operations 
and achieve DI across the enterprise. 

A Common Mistake: Going Paperless
There are many digital technologies available that can help 
those in the biologics manufacturing industry record, manage, 
and store data. When correctly implemented with robust DI 
controls, users have the tools to be proactively compliant and 
minimise human error. This can be seen in the application 
of validated laboratory information management systems 
(LIMS). In support of lab operations efficiency, LIMS can help 
standardise and harmonise workflows, enabling enhanced data 
flow management. 

However, the success of these systems in the improvement 
and enhancement of DI is often attributed solely to the fact 
that a digitised solution has been incorporated into the process. 
This is a false assumption, leading to a common issue when 
approaching digitalisation: focusing on the technology and not 
the process it is trying to improve.  

Case in Point: Digital Logbooks for Tracking Assets
Converting paper entries into electronic logs via a digital 
logbook solution can make assets easier to track and, in 
theory, could sharpen transformation strategies. However, 
from an end-user perspective, switching from manual entry 
to a keyboard and screen is only marginally more convenient. 

Instead, analysing the information needed from the source 
and eliminating the need to manually collect it altogether may 
be the better approach. By connecting the source (e.g., a lab 
instrument or equipment) to a centralised system, information 
that would have been entered into the logbook can be collected 
automatically. This obviates the need for a logbook – paper or 
electronic – to begin with. 

Although a paperless environment can be achieved as a 
consequence of digitalisation, it should not be the sole key 
performance indicator of success, nor the initial objective of 
the effort. Identifying and converting paper-based forms and 
procedures to digital processes without broader, strategic 
reasoning merely shifts manual processes to automated ones 
without actually optimising the process of generating any true 
efficiency or productivity gains.

Simplify, Optimise, Automate, Outsource
The SOAO method – Simplify, Optimise, Automate, Outsource 
– is an approach to digitalisation that ensures processes 

are digitised in a way that ensures DI while guiding optimal 
digitally-enabled process development with four key steps:

1) Simplification
The first step of the SOAO method involves concept-guided 
simplification, the goal of which is to streamline all the steps 
and procedures involved in the process and digitising them to 
maximise efficiencies and deliver customer value. Simplification 
will involve the evaluation and assessment of each step in 
the process to determine whether it is critical to quality and 
whether it adds value. 

2) Optimisation 
Once the process has been streamlined with potentially 
redundant steps removed, developers and manufacturers 
can move on to optimising the remaining steps. Various 
methodologies and tools can be adopted by the organisation 
to achieve this, including:

• Suppliers, Inputs, Process, Outputs, and Customers (SIPOC) 
analysis

• Define, measure, analyse, improve, and control (DMAIC) 
strategies

• Lean Six Sigma philosophies 

By optimising the process before introducing digital 
technologies, businesses can avoid generating problematic 
processes and subsequently prevent introducing new 
inefficiencies into established operational systems.  

3) Automate 
With a simplified and optimised process, organisations can begin 
to incorporate digital tools and automation into the business 
environment. By carefully selecting the right technologies, 
using critical thinking, and evaluating how the solution could 
meet its intended use, unnecessary existing procedures could 
be eliminated, as seen in the previous logbook example. 

4) Outsource
Finally, businesses will need to decide whether outsourcing 
digital processes could offer a longer-term strategic solution 
that could ultimately be in the best interest of both clients and 
shareholders. Making this decision will rely on the evaluation 
of all processes to determine whether each adds strategic value 
or presents a critical competitive differentiator. By outsourcing 
processes that do not offer this value, agility and focus can be 
improved elsewhere while leveraging internal cost structures 
and scalability options. 

The Advantages of Implementing the SOAO Method 
Implementing the SOAO method as opposed to a technology-
first approach to solving process efficiency problems can offer 
operators several benefits. Enhancements to DI will ensure the 
reliability of data and support data-driven decision-making. 
Artificial intelligence has a role here as well, delivering more 
actionable information from enterprise data. Improvements in 
productivity may also arise due to a better employee experience 
and more value from the data, ultimately helping to drive 
business growth and innovation. For contract development and 
manufacturing organisations (CDMOs) implementing the SOAO 
method, there are several additional advantages to improving 
digital efficiencies including:
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Reduced Human Error
The most obvious benefit that can come from applying the SOAO 
method is it could minimise human error and subsequently 
improve quality. With digital tools correctly implemented to 
harmonise processes, the potential for errors can be reduced 
by a significant level. As a result, the quality and safety of the 
biologics produced can be better safeguarded. 

Supply Chain Integrity and Reliability 
When producing biologics, there are many parts, partners, and 
processes involved in delivering a secure supply chain. These 
are often data-driven and can present several challenges:

• Raw material supplies require monitoring to avoid potential 
disruptions

• Track and trace and serialisation can be needed to meet 
supply chain security compliance

• More stringent demands in supply chain security surround 
cold chain custody and personalised medicines 

By implementing SOAO, developers and manufacturers 
can introduce digitised solutions with the industrial strength 
to overcome these challenges. Block chain technologies, for 
example, offer the connectivity and interoperability biopharma 
needs to create the more secure, transparent supply chains it 
needs to reach patients. 

Enabling Transparent Customer and Regulator Communications
To effectively support their clients, CDMOs must ensure clients 
have easy and rapid access to their projects’ data (e.g., equality 
information) as well as receive updates on the project status. 
CDMOs must also offer transparent communications with 
regulators, helping to build trust and prevent project delays.

Using the SOAO method to improve communication processes 
and security, CDMOs are able to access and leverage the public 
cloud. This can provide an infrastructure that is scalable and 
accessible by contract partners and biopharma, regardless of 
where they are. A variety of other tools are also available that 
enable optimised, more strategic communications:

• Secure portals for sensitive program data and information 
with 24/7 access to documentation 

• Virtual plant tours
• Notes on regulatory inspections and virtual regulatory 

systems

Securing Biopharma’s Digital Future 
Digital technologies that have the potential to improve 
efficiencies and enhance DI in biologic production are becoming 
increasingly powerful and the biopharma industry must 
redouble its efforts to accelerate digital transformation. 

However, to gain the benefits that these technologies 
offer, biopharma's leadership may need to integrate digital 
technologies into processes thoughtfully with process 
improvement in mind. By incorporating methods like SOAO, 
biopharma and their manufacturing partners have the tools 
they need to truly make processes and operations better 
through the application of digital technologies and systems 
data. 

By partnering with CDMOs embracing digital transformation 
and DI, ones that are implementing advanced information 
technologies methodically and strategically, the more likely 
they will be able to produce complex biologics efficiently and 
safely and deliver better patient outcomes. 
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